EXISTENCE AND STABILITY OF GLOBAL CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS FOR SEMILINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS OF ORDER 2M
Dedicated to the memory of Professor Edward Otto
Intioduct ion
Let 0 be a bounded donain in the n-dioensional Euclidean space R n , n*2 with C®-boundary I". Let H r (n), reN and H^ift) be (2) u t + Au = F(t,x,u,Du D"u), (t,x)e R + x n, R + = <0,®), solution ior a linear problem with F = Fit,x) will be proven and the Fourier Method will be used. In the general case the Picard iteration Method will be applied.
In order to solve our problem we will define the subspace .
As it was mentioned above the linear problem would have been Let us assume that :
and consider equation 
where C Q is a positive constant.
Proof. Ue set up a solution in a formal Fourier series
where " the inner product in the space L (ft) and show that this formal series converges in F sn (Q).
From the assumptions A3., A4., functions t and F can be expanded into the Fourier series:
Substituting (8), (9) into (2') and taking the innei product (•', •) with fj, , due to the (ii) property ol eigenfunctions, we obtain an infinite ordinary differential system of equations
with the initial data
The solution u k of the above system has a form
The formal solution of the problem (2'), (3), (4) is given by (7) . Ve Want to show now that this series converges to u€F s "(fl).
2
Using the, inequality (a + b) £ 2(a + b ) and the Schwarz inequality we obtain By A3., A4., the right-hand side of (14) tends to zero uniformly in t c R + as 1, r -> <d. This means that the series J] ^k^lc""' \2s"2i k=l converges uniformly in t e R + .
Due to (8), (9) it follows from (14) that. 
. It implies from the following inequality : 
